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Democrats urge proposal
to cut crude oil prices
WASHINGTON «APi - Senate
Democrats expressed strong support
yesterday for a proposal to roll back
the price of domestic crude oil
The support was voiced at a closed
party caucus senators reported later
However, action on the matter was
delayed by the caucus pending
hearings by the Senate Finance
Committee
Meanwhile the Democrats moved to
force action next week on the
emergency energy bill It was blocked
before Christmas by Republicans anil
oil-state senators opposing a provision
aimed at limiting windfall profits by
oil companies
DEMOCRATIC LEADER Mike
Mansfield filed a cloture petition That

means the Senate will vote Monday on
the move to limit debate and bring the
measure to a vote
Sen Henry M Jackson i D-Wash I,
the floor manager, predicted the
measure will be passed "sometime
next week
Among other things, the measure
would give President Nixon authority
to order gasoline rationing
The energy question dominated the
first Democratic caucus of the newcongressional session Debate focused
on a resolution by Sen Walter F
Mondale < D Minn > for a rollback |o
November 1973 prices
MONDALE SAID lie will introduce
his proposal as a bill
Jackson
announced a similar measure

Senators call split
on Wotergate panel
WASHINGTON tAPl
The Senate
Watergate committee, divided as
never before, yesterday set about
preparing for an abbreviated set of
public hearings next week that few of
the senators wanted
The four Democratic members ol
the investigating panel overrode then
three
Republican
colleagues
Wednesday and voted to proceed with
hearings into the Hughes Ucbo/o
money and the milk lund But sources
who attended the three and one hall
hour closed-door session said the split
cut deeper than mere party line voting
None of the senators had any
stomach for more hearings." one
source reported yesterday Sam Dash
bulldozed them into it to save his own
lace
Dash the committee chief counsel,
has insisted for weeks (hat the
hearings would resume and promised
they would expose new and significant
evidence about the 1972 campaign

ONE REPUBLICAN called the vote
to hold six more days of hearings over
the next two weeks an exercise to
salve Mr
Dash's ego " Some
Democrats said they shared that
analysis
When chairman Sam J Ervin Jr (DN C l and vice chairman Howard H
Baker i R-Tenn > announced their split.
Baker called Ervin the victor and
himself the vanquished
The accounts of several senators and
staff aides who attended the executive
session, disclosed this background to
the dispute
When Ervin returned Monday from a
trip to Mexico. Dash and assistants
Terry Falk l*nzner and David Dorsen
outlined the evidence they had to the
chairman There was little that hadn't
already been published, but Lenzner
had been able to tie a series of
confusing events into a coherent story
about billionnaire Howard R Hughes
$100,000 cash payment to President
Nixon's friend. C G "Bebe Rebozo

With several Senate committees
becoming involved in various aspects
of the energy situation. Mansfield
announced creation of a special panel
to consider forming a committee to
study all matters involving energy, the
environment and natural resources
The study committee will be headed
by Sen Daniel K Inouye il) Hawaii I
who suggested it
Under the current overlapping of
committees dealing with energy, three
committees are studying three
measures dealing with a roll-back in
domestic crude oil prices
Mondale said his price resolution
would save consumers $6 billion a
year
THE PRICE OF crude oil in
November 1973 was $4 25 a barrel for
so-called old" oil controlled by the
Cost of Living Council and approximately $5 75 a barrel for so called
"new" or decontrolled oil Old oil
currently is selling for $5 25 a barrel,
while decontrolled crude prices have
risen to an average of 110 35 per barrel.
In another energy related development yesterday, federal energy chief
William E Simon criticized a proposal
to impose a $5 billion annual tax on
I'.S energy production The tax.
proposed by Sen Mike Gravel. (DAlaskai. would raise lunds for an
Energy Trust Fund to I mance government
projects to boost energy
production
Simon, testifying before a Senate
finance subcommittee, said the tax
would add to Inflationary pressures,
causing price hikes of 5 per cent on oil
and 13 per cent on the less expensive
grades ol coal

Panda
playmate

Committee hears budget requests
The Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations yesterday heard
additional funding requests for the
current academic year from the Black
Gospel Choir and the Board of Black
Cultural Activities i BBCA i
The committee recommended to
allocate $3,000 to the Black Gospel
Choir and no additional lunds for

BBCA
Greg Smith, graduate assistant in
music and Black Gospel Choir
director, requested $5,000 (under Plan
A i If the request were granted, he
said, the choir would make no fund
request for the 1974-75 academic year

UNDER PLAN A. the $,'. IMK) would
have been used for the Following at eaa
-13.000 to sponsor James Cleveland,
a top gospel singer.
--$1,500 for the choir's robe lund
iSmith saui $3,700 is needed to
purchase robes lor tin- 7H members i.
. --$500 for (he transportation lund
The $4,000 requested under Plan It
would have been used for the Cleveland
concert i$3.0001, the robe fund i$B00i
and transportation I$200I
Under Plan C, the request For $3,000
would have been used for the Cleveland
concert expenses
Smith said that since the choir has

Supervisor of break-in
sentenced to six months
WASHINGTON (API - Egil Krogh
Jr., repentant but asking no favors,
was sentenced yesterday to serve six
months in prison for his part in the
Kllsberg case burglary
He said
President Nixon did not authorize il
"directly or indirectly ."
Krogh. supervisor of the White
House agents who carried out the
office break-in. thus discounted reports
that his marching orders had come
"right out of the Oval Office."
He said he had only one contact with
President Nixon on the work of the
special investigations unit known as
the "plumbers" and in "that meeting
Dr. Ellsberg's name did not appear to
be mentioned."
BUT HE said that John D
Ehrlichman, then the President's
domestic advisor and Krogh s
superior, gave the unit authority to
engage in "covert activity to obtain
information on Dr. Ellsberg."
The precise nature of that authorization and the extent it covered the
break-in are matters to be decided by
the courts, he said
Ehrlichman, David Young and G.
Gordon Liddy are scheduled to go on
trial in Los Angeles in April on state
charges in the case.
Krogh had pleaded guilty on Nov. 30
to a single count of conspiracy to
violate the rights of Dr. Lewis
Fielding, the psychiatrist who had been
treating Daniel Ellsberg Fielding's
office was broken into Sept. 3, 1971, by
Liddy and three others
Repairmen were called to correct a wrong ring in the tower
bells at the College of Ml. St. Joseph in Cincinnati. Robert E.
Wofverton, college pretident, taid the belli were out of ty.ichroniiotion, and not really out of tune. (AP Wirephoto)

Kong Kang a giant panda, examines hit recently built winter roommate. Ho
and tho tnowman tharo the tamo quartort at tho Uono Zoo in Tokyo. (AP
Cablephoto)

KROGH COULD have been sentenced to 10 years in prison and Fined
$10,000.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A
Gesell. in pronouncing sentence, said

Krogh needed no rehabilitation but
any punishment short ol jail would in
the court's view be inadequate
He then imposed a term two to six
years, saying Krogh would serve six
months and be on supervised probationfor two years therealter
Krogh thus became the lirst high
level White House aide to be sent to
prison in the Watergate allermalh

not been funded by the University,
additional ninnies are needed if the
group is to continue presenting
concerts and sponsoring other
activities
He said the choir's albums generate
a large portion of income, but that
money for transportation puts the
group in a bind
When we tour throughout the
country, most groups we sing for pay
our food, lodging and transportation
expenses We also usually get an
additional $150," he said
However, he said transportation
money must be available before the
group leaves on tours "We aren't
budgeted through the University, so we
must have the available funds.
especially lor transportation, belore
we can plan on giving concerts." he
said
He urged the committee to
recommend a $5,000 allocation
HAL WATZ. senior <A&Si and
committee member, said the group
voted to recommend $3,000 under the
Choir's Plan C because il the choir
should ever generate a sizeable
revenue through the sale ol albums,
profits would be pumped into the
University if the group had a rotating
budget similar to that of other general
fee recipients.

With the money they can make
From Plan C." he said, the group can
still be sell sufficient and at the same
time profit from their earnings "
With one abstention vote, the
committee recommended $3,000
VIVIAN PHILLIPS, junior lEd.l.
presented a $13,000 budget request for
BCCA.
She said BBCA'l 1973 74 allocation ol
$9,500 is "inadequate to successfully
accomplish our goals and objectives
set forth for this academic year "
Phillips said additional monies would
be used to continue and expand BBCA'S
activities
Tentative plans for the $13,000
additional
allocation
included
sponsoring Muhammed All and Shirley
Chisholm
Watz said he thinks the committee s
vole (9-11 reflects the feeling that
BBCA should not be recommended
funds for a budget that already has
been sizeably depleted
"The group was already given funds
last year for this year's budget and
they should be able to live within that
budget like any other group on
campus." he said

U.S. short of grain, may import
WASHINGTON lAP) - Th<' prospect
of the United States, world's leading
wheat exporter having to import
wheat, springs from the delicate
diplomacy ol detente and the straining
U.S. economy.
The outlook for American millers
grinding extra Canadian wheat this
spring was heightened yesterday when
the U.S. Tanil Commission
recommended that President Nixon
suspend wheat import quotas until
June 30.
An interim commission report said
Nixon could take the action without
adversely affecting government wheat
programs and the amount ol wheat
products processed in this country
ASST. SECRETARY of Agriculture
Carroll G
Brunthaver conceded
Wednesday that U.S. wheat reserves
are crimped more than had been
anticipated and the administration
already was considering opening up
imports from Canada so American
tables won't run short of bread
A Senate Agriculture subcommittee

has voted to hold hearings on U.S.
wheat supply and demand
The United States is running short of
grain after an 18-month spree of supersalesmanship which has seen this
country selling its farm products
abroad in unprecedented volume
The
Nixon administration
has
pursued a program of pushing food
exports as part of its worldwide peace
and goodwill initiatives and as the best
bet for helping the U.S. position in a
shaky world economy
THE ONLY WAY to assure domestic

Weather
Considerable cloudiness today
and tonight. Highs in the lower
40s. Lows in the upper z8t and the
lower 30s. Tomorrow mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers
late tomorrow night. Highs in the
40s Probability of precipitation It
per cent today and tonight.

supplies without turning to Canadian
imports in a crunch would be to stop
shipping our own wheat overseas And
the US government Feels it can't do
that, even at the risk of running short
at home, because:
-The reaction from America's agricultural customers abroad would be
immediate and angry at a time when
international tensions already are
straining near the breaking point.
-The American economy couldn't
stand the shock of losing needed
markets in the short run and possibly
steady customers in the long run
-Unlike most other wheat exporting
nations, all US exporting nations, all
U.S. exports are handled by private
traders The government has no way of
controlling their sales except byslapping on export quotas
Agriculture Secretary Earl L Butz
said last summer that the massive
grain exports to Russia in 1972 were
linked to diplomatic activity from the
new accord with the Soviet Union and
China to peace in Vietnam, a general
theory later confirmed by the White
House.
,
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energy sources explored
energy task force
sees little progress
The University's Task Force on Campus Energy Conservation is
uncovering some disturbing trends regarding energy usage on campus.
George Scherff, associate professor of industrial technology and task
force chairman, says doubts about the authenticity of the energy crisis
have hindered University energy saving measures.
But as Scherff said, it should make no difference whether there are
doubts of a real energy crisis Money saving factors alone should warrant
a decrease in energy use
Energy consumption figures for December are not available yet. but J
Claude Scheuerman. vice president of operations, said the University
hasn't made the progress "we'd hoped for."
A survey done by a physics class on the University's energy
consumption shows evidence that few persons are taking energy saving
measures seriously.
The class noted that lights were found on in 70 unoccupied classrooms.
The temperatures in most rooms were 74 degrees or above and a few
classrooms had temperatures in the low 80's
There is simply no excuse for lights on in 70 classrooms not in use and
80 degree temperatures in classrooms. Even if the energy crisis is a
hoax, no reason exists for such extravagant energy use.
But Charles Codding, assistant director of building facilities, says
custodians and electricians "get a lot of guff" from faculty and students
when heating and lighting standards are lowered in buildings.
It's time for everyone to be more concerned about saving money and
energy tor the University by keeping thermostats at reasonable
temperatures and making sure lights are off in rooms not being used.
Let's hope the task force's next report shows a better effort by all of us.

NEW YOHK. NY -Now. in the
winter of our discontent, with our cars
in dead storage and the thermostat
down to a thirfty 68. we are making
some surprising discoveries about
ourselves
First, we are learning that public
outrage, if fierce enough, can blast
through
the
slickest official
hypocrisies l.ook. for example, at the
holes we've pierced in the thick black
clouds surrounding the oil shortage
Small holes, lo be sure, but they're
gelling bigger.
Second, we are linding that nothing
precious ever runs short in our
consumer society thai some ingenious
mind does not. eventually, find a
Substitute for il Whal we lack. I guess,
is Ihe grace to wail quietly for thai
Substitute to go on sale down Ihe

street
WILLIAM SIMON, our super-octane
energy boss, may be speaking a kind of
truth when he says Yes. by God, the
energy shortage is real Hut Ralph

Nader is speaking a deeper, larger
irulh when he ♦asserts that the oil
companies contrived, plotted and
schemed this very real shortage. For
profit, of course
To explore new sources and to
process more crude oil. Exxon. Gulf
and all their bloated kin insist that
prices must be raised But what
happened to the indecent profits of
yesteryear, the funds other companies
set aside for emergency development^
In Ihe first nine months of last year,
oil profits rose 47 per cent over 1972
Earnings for that period have been
reported at S6.4 billion That's a figure

exceeding the gross income of many
governments.
THE OIL industry's take-home cash
is expected to reach $13 billion in 1974.
Think of that as you see another great
tanker loitering offshore, heavy with
oil but honoring some mysterious
timetable
Like pain and sleep, and the mind of
Congress, the oil traffic "has an
element of blank
If there is one
combination fatal to the general
welfare it is big business and small
government
But as the bee fertilizes the flower it
despoils, the hardships visited upon us
this winter by the oil merchants may
yet produce those "alternate energies"
to make oil obsolete
THERE'S A new synthetic motor oil.
produced without petroleum, that lasts
lor the life ol the car It looks, feels
and acts like oil. according to the
National Observer, bul outperlorms oil
in every respect save one. price per
quart It s $3 95. as opposed toll 40

nov. 22, 1963
What's the real truth behind the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy''
That's the question that lead most of the 1,200 persons to the Grand
Ballroom. Union Wednesday night to view a presentation by Bob Katz,
former journalist who is now associated with the Committee to
Investigate Assassinations
Unfortunately, the question was never answered.
Through rare photographs and a bootleg film. Katz recreated that
tragic day in Dallas more than 10 years ago.
For an hour and a half, the audience was presented with enough
information to make anyone think there's more behind the assassination
than the Warren Commission would like us to believe.
Katz said he's convinced l,ee Harvey Oswald was not the only one
involved in the assassination and that the government has hidden vital
information-and the real truth-from the American public.
He logically attached 10-year-old beliefs the public casually has
swallowed and then posed some questions of his own
Why didn't the Warren Commission further probe the theory that
"one lone bullet
killed the President and then injured Gov. John
Connally in the ribs, wrist and leg'.'
-Why weren't the testimonies of witnesses who claimed they heard
bullets being fired in front of the President's motorcade given closer

investigation?
Why didn't the commission investigate Oswald's possible links with
the CIA and FBI"
As the audience left the Grand Ballroom they should have been asking
themselves one more important question.
Why must the Americans be forced to accept half-truths from a
government that began rotting even before Watergate was a
commonplace word'.'

Lerrers

'WE SHOULD REMEMBER THE OLD AMERICAN AXIOM—
'NEVER GET INTO A LAND WAR IN ASIA'!'

BEFORE THE cry ol
energy
wasiei is raised against Ihe club and
II- members lei us trj to put the
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organization ami Us energy usage into
propel prospective
The Sports Car Club holds two types
ot events The Autocross is a timed
event held on a parking lot. with
entrants competing against the clock
The course is usually two -tenths ol a
mile long and entrants have three
limes on Ihe course tor a total distance
ol slightly over a hall mile
Il each entrant gets only 10 miles lo
the gallon, the total fuel used at an
a\ ei age e\ enl SO ears I is only one and
a hall gallons, in other words, one ear
driven lo Toledo lor a Salurdav nighl

All through the attempts i" subpoena
ihe President'a tapes, there was lalkot
then iM'ing tampered with I never
believed it, and argued publicly thai
this would nol happen
As reeenl events show il is more
difficull than one mighl think to tool
with tape and leave no Mates Perhaps
an electronic wizard could pull it oil.
but calling in outside help is ton
dangerous What ii you ask .in expert
and he refuses
WORD OF the request would gel
around among the man's Iriends. even
it he didn't wain u to. and he mighl
feel obbliged in conscience i" lell
others thai Ihe white House had
approached him With a request I"
destroy legal evidence
Once you try to use an outside

LOWER OFFICIALS could not be
approached any more Ihan outsiders
could I nder tear ol prosecution lor
perjury, il noi out ol conscience, such

flunkies might talk

accomplice, you are at his mercy
something the White House discovered
alter using Messrs Caultield and
Ulasewici
No, il tampering were to be done, il
would have to be by While House
loyalists, and only by high officials at
that, men entirely committed to
sinking or swimming with Ihe

President

date uses more fuel one way Ihan ;lll
people enjoying their hobby on a
Sunday afternoon
THE OTHER event is a Rally These
are held on public roads with emphasis
on driver consistency arriving at a

specified point al a predetermined
time Average speed is usually set at
25 30 per cent below Ihe posted speed
limit
Since these events are not held on
interstate highways. Ihe average speed
is 35-45 m p h . well below Ihe
Suggested economical speed ol 50
Ml p II

The BGSI Spoils Car Club is trying
lo do its nail during the energy crisis
Fewer events or shorter distances will
help lo save luel.
OCR MEMBERS are as concerned,
il nol more, as everyone else about the
luel supply and Us use in the United
Slates and here in Bowling Green
We wish to keep Ihe campus
inlormed that the club is not the
gluttonous user ol fuel that u might
First appear to be
TedShumacher
Advisor
BGSU Sports Car Club

nixon people have orwellian control
An old farmer might say. it Qod
had meant lor us tolly. He would have
given us wings "
An intelligent man would have
answered
ll Cod had meant lor you
lo think. He would have given you a
mind

everywhere else Very Orwellian
ll is important tor men who wish to
keep their minds, to question Ihe von
sources ol traditional power Nol
spooiiicly u destroy them, but to
correct them

But any one ol Kichard Nixon s old
people would have said
Cod made a
mistake by giving you a mind,
therelore we'll assume that you don't
have one " Thus the old Nixon
Administration gained a kind ol
Orwellian control over our Cod given
minds

DO NOT let society control the vast
masses Ol man as it has somehow
succeeded in controlling the minorities
ol men

AS DAVID Halberstam put it in an
August
1973 issue ol
Playboy
magazine:
These were hard,
mechanistic.
lunctional
manipulators
Later, in Ihe same
article Halberstam says ol one ol
Nixon's i am not guilty speeches.
Then he iNixon) went on saying. I
take the responsibility.' and in the next
breath started putting ihe blame

ALL WE nonchemists need to know
is that this nonpetroleum oil was
poured into some police cars down in
Houston and they ran just fine After
20.000 miles, one engine was stripped
and all pans inspected Verdict no
sludge Let John Haul Getty worry
about that'
IN A FEW years, heating oil may be
obsolete, too We'll be keeping warm
with garbage Burning it in the kitchen
can0 No. not quite It will come in a
specially processed densified form that
burns in suspension, like oil
The name of this purified sludge will
be Eco-fuel Combustion engineers -if
that's the proper term..are already
extracting the stuft Irom rubbish at a
multimillion-dollar recovery plan! in
East Bndgewater. Mass
Eco-fuel will be immensely practical
lor industry since it can be converted
to electricity as well as steam If a
consumer may choose. I'll take my
garbage back in electricity, please
ANYTHING TO thwart my electric
company's iCon Edison> sneaky plot
tor another rate increase And after
that-still another
In spirit-a spirit you may fairly call
cutthroat-Con Edison and the oil
companies are indistinguishable As
we turn olf lights lo conserve
electricity-as every good citizen
should- ihe utilities find their gross
profits waning a little Panic' And ol
course, only one remedy
an
immediate $422 8 million increase
A few brave souls waving lighted
candles attended a recent public
hearing on Ihe increase Their glow
was thai ol a good deed in a naughty
world
Futile
THE RATE increase will shortly
appear on our bills—to be tollowed by
many more lor as long as we permit it
Or until we can start lighting the lamps
.il twilight with our lovely, purified
garbage

tope erasures imply guilt

bgsu sports car club not energy glutton
The BGSI Sports Cai Club is a group
thai uses ihe automobile and hence,
energj in ihe form ol gasoline lo
suppl) the prime purpose foi its
existence
In these tunes ill fuel shortages 55
in p h speed limits and possible gas
rationing u at insi appears thai an
organization with Ihe avowed purpose
"i using the automobile for
recreational
purposes
is
almost
saerihgious

This new ersatz oil, which goes by
the not-very-catchy name of Eon Ell.
is described as "a diester with several
additives." If you're shaky on diesters
I think it safe to say they're simpler
sisters of polyesters. Chief ingredients
are alcohol and acid, but don't ask me
anything more

When one thinks ol Mitchell heading
the Department ol Justice one thinks
ol 1984 . and ihe Ministry ol Truth,
which manutactured lies This ability
to use the powerful lorces ol
Government to coerce the populace is
one ol the beginning steps toward total.
and justifiable control ol mens minds
According to big government, it is
justifiable when the use ol their power
is concerned For example the early
phases of the Vietnam War were
justifiable merely because nobodv

opposed the power ol Lyndon Johnson,
and his generals
TODAY WE see ihe same power in
the hands ol Kichard M, Nixon, who
apparently is Big Brother incarnate
Tom Coriell
335Conklin

TW H.STOP/ PKOF ISN'T,
TLrrTTr.6 ALL WS> CfidP5> Oi

- Hour

That leaves us wilh Nixon hmisell or
one ol his lew loyal intimates I
thought it inconceivable that anyone at
that level would try to tool with the
lapes
Alter all. Nixon had publicly
committed hlmsell to the protection ot
this evidence lasl July he assured
Senatoi Ervin by letter that the tapes
were and would remain under my
sole i repeal sole personal * repeal
personal I control
Anything that happened in the lapes.
no mallei who did the tampering
would be blamed on Mr Nixon himself
THE IMPUTATION ol guilt would be
overwhelming
So I consistently
argued against Ihe assumption that
White House people would destroy
evidence
Well, it looks like I was wrong ll
now appears that a late, desperale.
lully conscious effort to destroy the
evidence was undertaken, in a way that
indicates the record destroyed was
totally damning
II the deslruciion was made on the
Cher recorder, that means it took
place at a very late date, when all the
chips were down, when there had been
ample time to calculate all the risks
and try every alternate strategy lor
keeping the tapes away Irom any court
or hearing room.
THE EVIDENCE that at least five

separale erasures «ere made shows
lhal Ihe act was deliberate precise
and aimed al Specific pans ol the
record
II it turns out lhal the buzzing sound
was deliberately superimposed lhal is
a lurther indication ol the conscious
ellort being made to render this
seel ion ol the conversation totally
irrecoverable
The attempts to explain any buzz as
caused by an accident would be more
difficult, ol course, the longer the
interruption persisted a point thai
was confirmed when the explanation
ottered bv Miss Woods broke down
SO EACH additional erasure, alter
Ihe lirst one. added immensely to the
peril ol those tampering with the
evidence-yet al least four more times.
it seems, that peril was consciously
undergone
Why ' I can think of only one logical
explanation That conversation must
have been so conclusive on points of
guilt, either lor Mr Nixon or for Mr
Haldeman tor bolhi. thai nothing
literally nothing-could be worse than
to let it survive
Not the risk ol a lurther crime Not
the terrible light thrown on the White
House by this act
Not all the
suspicions thai would be aroused.
SUSPICION, u must have been
argued, is less dangerous than
certitude, and it looks, now. like the
conversation would have given us
certitude on points ol guilt
The crime committed so late and
consciously is inexplicable unless it
destroyed evidence of an even greater
crime.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters lo the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor CO The BG News. 106
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Cluster colleges may expand
The Modular Achievement
Program IMAPI will offer
two cluster colleges spring
quarter pending approval of
the (Environmental Studies
Cluster
by
Academic
Council
A science cluster college
will be offered in addition to
the proposed environmental
cluster

Directed by Dr William
U Baxter, associate professor of biology, the
science cluster will include
a science seminar, survey
course and laboratory A
special problems course will
be offered for education
majors This year's cluster
will combine
various
physical sciences and deal

Topping, associate professor

•OCR CONCERN is to
expose students to a broader
spectrum
ot
science
preferable to going into a
first course in biology oi
physics said Dr Baxtei
The Science Cluster
College was lirst offered
last spring The original
college
included
.i
mathematics
component
which has been eliminated
from this w.i! -. schedule

ol speech, in the Commute!
Center at 10 a m
Congressman
Cbarles
Kurfess will meet with
students in (he main lounge
oi Offennauer at 9 a m
Fi Idas

din attitude is thai II s
an exciting program
because II exposes students
to the lab and equipmeni and
gives them the run ol tinscience department
Even though the Environ

Speeches highlight
political symposium
Political
Awareness
Symposis 1. the I mirth week
of "Symposium 74." will
begin Monday
Student Activities will
sponsor Gov
.lohn J
(jilligan s video taped
appearance at the I'mversity on channel 7 at 1:15
p m Monday and 5 30 p m
Thursday
Restdenct
programs will sponsor a
League ol Women Voters
discussion .ii s p m Monda)
InCompton Hall
l)r
Hal A
Fisher,
assistant
professor of
journalism will speak on
' The Press and Politics al
7 p m. in Founders K.isl

speech

Lounge Tuesday
A public
lecture is
scheduled for the same day
by Dr Seymour \l Llpsel ol
the political science
department.
Harvard
University
Wednesdaj s
events
include a department
faculty
and
student
discussion with Hi Llpsel
and a
TV and Politics"

Hoavy flooding in Oregon lad wood divorlod Ctockamat
Rivor, washing away a chunk of land 75 to 100 foot wide
and 300 foot long. Thit cabin in a riverfront homing
dovolopmont is oxpoctod to loto ill thaky hold »oon. (A*
Wirophoto)

Political sociologist to lecture
Di
Seymour
Mai tin
Llpsel
noted political
soctologlsi from Harvard
I imet sin
will be guesl

speakei

al

the

Faculty

Sen.lie Colloquim on
Collective
Bargaining
I'uesd.iv from :i 5 p m in
the Dogwood Suite I nion it
is open to the public
in addition. Dr Llpsel will
give a public lecture in the
Ohio Suite. I nion .M ' 30
P in On Wednesday he will

niecl
with facult)
anil
graduate students from the
depai tments ot political
science and sociology From
10 a in lo noon in the Tail
lunin) I nion
INDIVIDUAL
appoini
inents with Dr Llpsel can
be arranged through Dr
Most.it.i Nagi. assoi late pro
Fessoi oi sociology
In
Llpsel will he available (or
appointments between i 30
p in and 3 p in in Ihe I in

versity Suite, l nion
Dr Nagl said yesterday
that Dr Llpsel was not
invited specifically For the
Collective Bargaining Colloquium but he had been
invited
to visit
Ihe
University by Dean Kriksen
ol the College ol Arts and
Sciences and (lie depart
incuts ol political science
and sociology
For the last quarter m •
century Dr Lipset has been

with the energy situation
The Science Cluster
College will offer 1214 hours
of credit and will fill science
group requirements of the
three University colleges

one ol lbs top five social
scientists in the world. He
has s[tcnt much time writing
about
universities.
Ill
Nagi said
Dr Llpsel is the autlHM ol
several
hooks,
most
recently "Rebellion in the
University"
and
"Professors, Unions and
Higher Education He also
has edited a numbei oi
books dealing with sliidenl
activism

by

Dr

Matarhi

mental Studies Cluster is in
the proposal stage, the
organisational
committee
has found ,i Faculty and
composed a complete
S) llabus
The syllabus outlines a
format for studying the
Black swamp 'northwestern
Ohio in its lotalit) Students
will prepare environmental
Impact statements on what
businesses such as drive in
restaurants do in an area M
how
traffic Mows on
campus
DR RICHARD Uiardina,
directoi ol the M \P project,
said
Hit- environmental
cluster is 'specifically pro
hlctn oriented In dclinilion
.milci eation
He described Ihe proposed
cluslei as taking < problem
and combining disciplines to
work out a solution while Ihe

science cluster takes the
disciplines and directs them
toward a problem
Dr
Uiardina said he
would like to see future
clusters become more
problem oriented than
discipline oriented
Approval of the environmental cluster would bring
the MAP project closer to
lullilling provisions of a twoyeat grant it received from
the Carnegie Foundation
Dr Uiardina said MAP
has nn written obligations to
Ihe Carnegie Foundation,
but there is a
moral
commitment" involved.
He said MAP promised to
Introduce a new cluster
college each year and enroll
,ii
least
!00 students

annually In the program
M\P also promised to
facilitate a shortened baccalaureate plan

newsnotes
Eisenhower
WAI.TIIAM,
Mass
lAPl
President Dwighi l> Eisenhower
warned President-elect Kennedy oi
the possibility oi ihe United Sates
becoming involved in a wai In Laos
according to a newly opened set ol
presidential papers being prep.ned
toi ihe .lohn v Kennedy Library
Laos is ihe present kev to the
enure area ol Southeast Asia.'
Eisenhower
said to Kenned)
according to a memorandum lor
Defense Secretarj Clark Clifford on a
Kennedy-Eisenhower
conference
.Ian
1!)
1061. Ihe day before
Kennedy's inauguration
Clifford wrote. President Eisen
bower slated that he considered Laos
oi such importance thai d it reached
the slage where we could nol
persuade others to acl with us. then
be would be willing
as a last
desperate hope, to Intervene
unilaterally

Truckers
W tSHINGTON IAPI
\ coalition
til Independent truckers today rail*'*!
tor ,i nailonwlde shutdown ol trucking
operations Jan :ti unless the govern
menl aCD) on I hen demands

Thi' coalition formed m an .ill da>
closed session Wednesday includes
most «'i the independent iruckem
organizations thai have been created
since the energy ci isis started as well
.is
several more established
organizations
It. however, <lul nol include on its
list ni membei s two Ohio based
trucking organizations that called i*»»
a shutdown ol trucking operations .it
mulniiilu yesterday Kepi csentativos
nt those two groups did attend the
meeting and voted on .ill the issues
various truckers said
Teamsters
President
Krank
Pitzsimmons has said he abhors Ihe
ulca <ii a shutdown and urged his
union's members noi to pai ticipate

Racing
I'INDI.AV i Ad Marathon Oil Co
announced yesterday an end to Its
sponsorship ol racing programs lor
cars motorcycles and boats in Ihe
Midwest
A company spokesman said Ihe
shortage ol oil was part ot Ihe
decision but nol the sole cause
He added
The decision lo gel out
of lacing follows a sei les ol Oil
(ailments and alterations ol prog i am
sales and promotion arc.is

Hi- said the eompan) will no longer
be the official fuel supplier for tracks
in lour slates and will end
sponsorship for 2n racing teams in
cai
motorcycle
and
boal
competition
Marathon has contracts with ihe
tracks thai haw nol expired, but "I
Hunk we will try to discontinue
iiiein ihe spokesman said

Shortages
CLEVELAND (API
Hospital!
nationwide arc running into problems
finding cotton goods plastic items,
some antibiotics and
alcohol,
spokesmen here said yesterday
Among the results the) said, are a
scan h loi substitutes and a return to
supplies which can bo used more than
once
Hut so tat the shortages aren't
affecting Ihe patients they added
Ihe shortages resull from the
energy crisis and transportation
problems. Ihe same lactors thai are
affecting
suppliers,
said
David
Selkowltz. vue president o( Shared
Services
Greater
Cleveland
Hospital Association
it's like a pool and you throw a
Stone in the middle.
Selkowit?
added Eventually the waves reach
Oil I
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EL ALAMO RESTAURANT

T
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proudly brings you

Fine
MEXICAN

Dining

Mexican Music
For Your Enjoyment
Located in the
Stadium View Plaza
Open Mon.-Fn. 11 a.m.-10 p.m
Sat 10 am 10 p.m. - Sun Noon 6 p.m.

STILL LOOKING FOR A
PLACE TO LIVE THIS
SUMMER & FALL?
IF SO, STOP OUT TO HAVEN
HOUSE MANOR AND CHECK
OUT WHY WE HAVE THE
BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.
3S3.33U35* 'Qty IQVSUK

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS .
IfjBftBrtHttBBflnBRSrafiB Si ifi iHimgm'mMM |

1163 NAPOLEAN RD.
FOR INFORMATION CALL
352-9378
OPEN 10-5 DAILY

*

I

Cleveland's No. 1 Rock Group

*
*
*

Fri. Jan. 25th

UAO PRESENTS

1 YERE

*
*

*
*
*
*
*>
*»
* v«»*
Union
*

9 p.m. -1 a.m.
»1M per couple
.75 singles

Grand Ballroom - Union
FREE Refreshments
Sponsored by

.%
■»*

Activities Organization

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
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Congratulations to the new
Delta Gamma officers!
President
1st Vice Pres
2nd Vice Pres
Assist. Pledge Trainer
Treasurer
Rush Chairman
Asst. Rush
Social Chairman
Assist. Social
Scholarship
House Chairman
Panhellenic Rep.
Junior Panhellenic
Foundations
Historian
Rituals
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Rush Counsellors
Song Chairman

Linda Baus
Kathy Barrett
Jennie Doriot
Ann Jane Roth
Cheryl Miller
Debbie Nyiri
Mary Donahue
Pam Howison (Chips)
Shawn Callaghan
Jan Amstutz
Paula Hvizol
Sue Pekrul
Debbie Neff
Sandy Wells
Phyllis Rose
Rusty Wells
Mary Jo Harden
Sinea Waltz
Jane Ferry
Sara Rodriguez
Carol Thomas

Many thanks to our present officers
for a job well-done!

S. SIDE SIX
DOCTOR PEPPER s PACK
16 0Z.79C

PLUS DEPOSIT

offer good through Jan. 27, 1974

737 S. MAIN

FINAL
INVENTORY CLEARANCE
Slacks and Jeans asiowas2" 2 for 500

Dress Shirts — Outerwear
Sweaters — Knit Shirts — Shoes
1/2 Price and Lower
Clear It Out —
Spring Merchandise Arriving

THE DEN

h*. 4/Th. BG News, Frkky, .

r2S, 1*74

Board of Trustees approves
$315,000 University warehouse
loll
porcuuion

by

unusual

brake

many

Instruments,

at

poll,

fho

orchestra

featured
such

Construction of a 1315.000
warehouse has been approved by the Board of
Trustees,
according
to
Hichard F, Brown, University architect
The new warehouse is to
be located at the east side of
Park Street between the Industrial
Technology
Building and the Central
Services Building. Brown
said
The tentative completion
date, according to Brown, is
July]

nighl't

performance

clay

flowor

aulomobilo
drums,

coffee

and
cam.

Porcuitioniit Wendell
Jonoi tayi,

"lit no!

all thai unmutkal."
N. wipholo by Michael O. '"»«•«•

Israelis continue withdrawal
By The Associated Prut
Israel sped up its
military pullback yeslerday
in Egypt, and Cairo will
make its first negotiated
withdrawal along the Suez
("anal
Iront
today,
the
('nited .Nations Emergency
Force commander said
Full-scale Israeli withdrawal from the west side of
the Sue? Canal and the first
Egyptian movemenr from
the east side is based on a
technical military document
signed yesterday on the
Cairo-Suez road, said the
commander of the UN.
force.
Lt
Gen
Ensio
Siilasvuoof Finland
Israeli forces began withdrawing Wednesday from

lSp33j|

INSIST
ON
MICKEY

the west side ol the Canal
while the Kgyptian and
Israeli chiefs ol staff still
were
discussing
the
technical document
The document was signed
by I.I Gen David F.lazav of
Israel,
and
Lt
Gen
Mohamed
Abdel
Ghany
Gamasy of Egypt, the two
countries' chiefs of staff.

Egypt west of the canal
The Israelis are pulling
hack to new lines 12 miles
.■ast of the waterway
Details ol the Kgyptian
coiiimitnienl have not been
diM-losed officially, but the
Igraall state radio says the

the Egyptians with 7.000
soldiers and .10 tanks on the
east side of the canal All
heavy
Egyptian weapons
and missiles will be pulled

disengagement

•■ys

will

back to a point seven miles
west ol the canal, the radio

leave

UAO plans weekend activities

THEY HAD met in a UN
tent on the Cairo-Suez road
to tie up any loose ends to
the major military disen
gagement
agreements
signed last week Separation
of the two armies could lead
to full peace talks
Siilasvuo said the meetings at the desert checkpoint
60 miles east of Cairo were
''successfully concluded "
Israeli ships in the Gulf ol
Suez below the canal and
Israeli aircraft joined in the
operation
to clear
the
Israelis out of the portion ol

i Yere. one of the Cleveland area bands will play tonight
at a dance sponsored by the Union Activities Organisation
Originating In Cleveland, the seven-member rock band
will perform ai 9 in the Grand Ballroom I nnm
Admission is 75 cents for singles, Si for couples
The sponsors request casual dress bill thai no jeans be
worn
Refreshments will be tree
The campus movie.
Hutch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid
will be shown tonighl and tomorrow .it ti K IS and
in N in 210 Math-Science Bldg Admission is $i for students
with University 11 >•>
Folk singers Scott Stoncy senior I Ed I, and Jim Hianehi.
graduate student, will perform al the Side Door in the
Carnation Room, Union, al K 30 tonight and tomorrow

Admission is 2!i cents

■•III IS ALPINE \ II I M.i; KIMVIIIWI

WHERE BEER IS SOLD

117 N. MAIN-3530512

Featuring: A Tour of Italy With Our Italian Foods
All You Can Eat For
includes:

EVE. ■ 7:15 & 9:30

O

Spaghetti & Choice of Three Other Main Items

lasagna
egg plant parmigiano
gnocchi

A psychic thriller.

$095

ravioli
fettucini
chicken cacciatore

vial scallopim
veal parmigiano
manicotti

He said a warehouse on
Maple Street is currently
being leased from the city
but the city wants to use the
building as ol July I
Brown said the University
was
informed
by
city
olficials a year and a half

ago that the lease would not
be renewed
Only the shell of the strut-lure,
a
mezzanine,
plumbing, heating and electric facilities will be implemented at first, but offices
and possibly an upholstery
shop will be added later, he
said
The new warehouse will
have about 30.000 sq ft. of
available space.

He said if the money was
borrowed from outside the
University, at least three
trips to New York, lawyer
fees and printing fees for
bonds would be added to the
cost.

Students, faculty set concerts
The Baroque ensemble and the University Brass Quintet
will present free concerts this weekend
The Baroque ensemble, composed of eight music majors,
will present a concert at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Recital
Hall, School of Music.
Directed by Vincent Corrigan. instructor of music theory,
the ensemble will perform "Sonata in EFIat Major"' by J.S.
Bach and two compositions by Telemann. Trio Sonata in A
Minor" and Sonata in D Minor.'' among other selections
The Brass Quintet will present its second concert of the
year at 8 p.m. Sunday at Trinity United Methodist Church.
200N Sumrr'' Street
The ensemble includes School of Music faculty members
Edwin Belts, trumpet; George Novak, trumpet. David
Rogers. French horn. David Glasmire. trombone, and Ivan
Hammond, tuba

Paul R.
Nusser.
University treasurer-controller,
said the building will be paid
for with money borrowed
from within the University,
to be paid back over a 28year period
Nusser
said.
"We're
saving really quite a bit of
money by doing this internally "

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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47 Grown together:
Dot.
49 Gets up.
50 Lean eater.
51 Pleasant odor.
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58 Supporter of:
Suffii.
59 Trees.

DOWN
Novel srheme.
Dream: Fr.
RainlW flo«er.
Granite I'ark
state.
Relaxed.
Go ever Boa rA
verbally.
Mi. h card.
Monk.
Gentle.
Highest.
Of a spare.
South Anieriran
plain.
Common
ailments
Crowd number.

He said money allocated
by the
University
and
charges to persons who use
materials from the warebouse also would help pay
for the building.

Till

62 Waiter'* boon.
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23 Gather.
25 Despotic
government.
26 Silicate.
J7 Chopped.
28 Ball Irani.
2'* Green moth.
33 I ,ii tli •joddes*.
IS To me: Fr.
.16 Shopper'-* haven.

58 |59

.17 Covered «ith
31*
10
\ I
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MlllMIII.

til Springe,
61 I .-\|.|I.M. Mill
god.

evergreens.
Trumpet sound.
Artist's stand.
Laughable.
Profit: Slang.

"
"

Also includes
Choice of soup or iuice. tossed salad. Italian bread & butter, coflee or tea

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOWI
5 till 11 in the Main Dining Room
Fri. & Sat. Nights Every Week

IUHAT

YOUMUSTNT
BLAM6 YOURseu. me

1

A BOMB!
TRUTKERS
A FIFUtN ARt New
MINt/TC
AT CIVIL
PROTEST! USOBeueNCE. "
^atejs*.

L & K RESTAURANTS
•«

ALL THE PERCH YOU

CINEMA n

CAN EAT * 1

EVE. - 7:30 & 9:30

w
■■«'»

POes THAT
t-BAve
7>£M?

FRANKLY, I
THINK YOUR.
ONLYRIAL CHOCt
IS TO6070
UIASHIN6T0N/

nm

CARRY OUT TO 6 P.M.
BOTH LOQATIONS

SUNDAY OPENING

I'niled Christian Fellowship will hold a Love Feast
tonight at 10pm in the Crypt in the I'CF Center This
will be the linal event ot the week tor Christian I'mty
Free and open to all
For those beginning instruetlon ot Transcendental
Meditation on Sal . Feb 9. today is the day to stop
Liking nonprescription drugs

DELIVERY STARTS FEB. 2.

Delivered
SUNDAYS!

Rates art S4.50 per Month
February ^^
March
April

__

May _ i
June mam ,

Send Check or Money Order to:
Exit Publications

The Women will meet today Irom 2-4 p.m. in the
Wayne Room of the L'nion This will be a general
meeting to discuss the Women's Coalition which will
be held in April
The BGSU Karate Club will hold a practice session
tonight from 6-8 p m in 201 Hayes Hall

43402

Or Call 353 6722

• What Hoad lor Black Liberation ' will be the topic
for the second in a series of educational forums
sponsored by the Young Socialist Alliance today at 8
cm in the Capitol Boom of the l'nion
The Finn-Falcon Scuba Club will hold a meeting
tonight at 6 p m in the Nalatorium.
Today, the International Intercollegiate Bridge
Tryouts will be held in the Ohio Suite of the Union
Play begins promptly at 1 o'clock for eligible students
who have previously registered II 00 per person
Today at 1 30 in the Ohio Suite of the Union. Regular
Duplicate match open to all bridge players who bring
a partner 50c for students. 75c for non-students
Orthodox Christian Fellowship will hold a Worship
Service for all Orthodox Christian students and
faculty, tonight at t p m at St John's Episcopal
Church on East Wouster Street
RIDES

NAME

P O Box 25
Bowling Green Ohio

Otter Limited to
Bowling Green Residence

STREET

Need ride to Chicago.
Feb 1 - Feb 3. Call Jan
3724784.

WANTED
1 or 2 M. needed
immediately to share 4
man apt. Wat t Sprg
Call 352-7MS.
1 f rmmt needed Winter

SERVICES OFFERED
Experienced drummer
looking for work. Call
352-86W
Abortion
Information
Service Clinic very close
to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 14 hour service
216-831-1M7
Typist - dissertations.
theses, term papers XI6215
ABORTIONS:
Safe.
Indiv care; from 1100
For appt dial clinic
direct at (2021 785-3581
3650 or 12021833-3813-3814
DC
FAMILY
MEDICAL CENTER
INC 919 - 18th St.. N W.
Ste. Ill Washington D.C.
Across from Doctor's
Hospital

Jodil VourKDSIsWrs.
Crenda • Congratulations
on sticking it out Little
Anne
The AX's want to
congratulate Deb and
Steve on their engage
ment and wish them
happiness for the future.
MIND:
XXX KT

Happy

21st'

Interested in displaying
an exhibit in the l'nion"
Call UAO office 2-2343 or
Ron Rumes 354-1833

"***
"%!£?

Smith-Corona
manual
typewriter Barelv used
S60 or best offer Call 3725105
70 Cutlass Supreme power windows, door
locks. & seat, air conditioning,
hood
lock.
AM-FM
stereo,
rear
defroster, best offer Ph.
332-8037^
1973 Scuba tank &
regulator
Also other
scuba equipment
423
Darrow. 2-5769

THE WILUS SEXTET
IS ALIVE!

Diamond ring. $300 Best
offer over 1175 352-6617

Bigs.
Littles.
Order
Valentine flowers from
ALP!

Fisher
model
195
receiver
25
watts
continuous
power
I RMS I
1150 or best
offer. Also. Sony model
353D reel to reel tape
recorder, mikes It tapes
included. 1170 or best
offer. Phone 352-0062

Kappa Sigma Lil sis
Rush is coming Jan. 2930. Feb. 3 All interested
women are Invited.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM THE WILLIS
SEXTET
Exit
Magazine is a
weekly area arts and
leisure
guide
to
Northwest Ohio Buy it
at newxtands today
Hey Jude - Have a happy
birthday' KD love from
your Big Sis. Jodi

ABORTIONS: For free
information and referral,
call AFP I 0. a nonprofit organisation at
HOI) 786-1077

Lost One pair of Shade
Grey wire rimmed
glasses Please call 372-

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

Top Dollar for the best
there Is! Nice

Guinea Pigs! Call 3724017

5*41

Hoover portable washing
machine
Good
condition Call 352-5085
after 5 30

Kathy, I'm so happy to
have you as my Big.
Alpha Phi Love. Kathy

Lost in Union or Hanna
Hall
Light-brown
attache
case,
red
interior
Reward 3720028

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: One grey belt with
silver buckle IS. reward.
Please call 372-5605

WHY.

l

I

quarter 352-6045^

The BGSl' Sailing Club will meet tonight al 7 p.m in
203 Hayes Hall.

SfeeiNetarJlark©imej5

VA \]l

Lost: Pair black figure
skates in
1
Hall
Reward Brad 352-0025

Friday. January ». 1W4

Sunday. January 2". 1974

Till 3:00 only • 4.00

THE
CZAR.
WMULF?!

Yes
Yes..

CL3SSIFIED -«••»

CAMPl'S CALENDAR

SERVED WITH COLE SLAW
AND CHOICE POTATOES

^
s

YOUMEAN
YOUMBAH.
..TO see.

. V*
"nil

3 1.

69

isupfose
YOUKB mm.
Buriweee

Valentine flowers from
ALD Order now for the
14th.

Beaut weathered barn
siding-beams
823-8111,
after 5 p.m. Will install
72 Super Beetle-Sunroof,
warranty - must sell 3527893

FOR RENT
Cherry Hill VUlage Apt
Complex now leasing,
summer and fall I974-7S.
Call 152-6248 for rental
info.
Preferred
Properties
Apts & Houses for rent
Summer (, Fall. Call 352
9378 for rental info.

Friday. January U, 1*74, Th. tO Nm/Nr S

Butler:' grab-bog of gimmicks
Review by
Bruce N. Glover
If you are allracled lo
British farces, then
What
the Butter Saw" ts your cup
of tea-complete with lumps
Directed by Dr Norman
Myers,
this
modern-age
Comedy
of
Errors."
written by Joe Orton with
the obvious assistance of
Shakespeare and Plautus. is
a veritable grab-bag of oneliners quick action and sight
gags
The only problem is that
the gimmicks wear thin in
the second act and the play
is HVCd only be a quick and
Flashy
finish- another
gimmick
Butler
concerns itsell
mainly with the question of
madness, the promiscuity of
married couples, and even
throws some poison darts at
Sir Winston Churchill or
rather his remains which
are entombed in a shoo box
and resemble of all things a
cigar

THE ACTION transpires
in a posh psychiatric clinic
when a hopeful job-hunter is
semi-seduced by the handrubbing director
He is
interrupted by his wife ta
lady of light virtue herself),
and the rest of the show
attempts to cover up the
almost" affair
The wife has an affair the
night
before,
and
her
paramour visits the clinic
carrying negatives of the
pictures taken the night
before in a hotel linen closet
Before
the
show
ends,
everyone has been shuffled
in and out of rooms, changed
costumes,
shot
at
and
sexually slandered
But it's all so elementary
my
dear
Watson- the
straight jackets come clean
in the end
Dr Prentice the director
ot
this
llyperthyroidal
Milton
is played superbly
by Thomas Me) rose sophomore ■ A&S i
Although flood throughout
the plat Mevrose becomes

New TV show
Changes
will replace
All in the Family" as the
No 1 television show it the
Speech
2(3
class
has
anything to do with it
Beginning
Monday.
Changes will be shown at
various tunes throughout
the day over the campus
close-circuit network The
show will run between five
and seven minutes
Changes
1
provide
viewers with a preview of
upcoming Bowling Green
happenings

The show is the result ot
efforts by Pal Fitzgerald.
hannel 57 S director of
nstructmnal
television
tireg De Crane and Shirley
White of Student Activities
and the Speech 263 class
instructed by John Schnur
The Speech 263 class.
Television Studio Operations and Production, will
completely produce direct
and write the show
Changes
will
be
produced for the next six
weeks in the South Hall
television studio

SAVE THE NEWS

especially so when teamed
with Dr
Ranee, played
beautifully by Brian Kiser.
graduate student The two
romp through the play with
the aplomb of Laurel and
Hardy It is a brilliant bit of
casting and directing which
gives the play an air of professionalism which would
otherwise be lacking

LORNA MARMADl'KE.
senior I A&S i as the almost
seduced
secreiarv-lo-be
QeraldilM
Barclay
has
some line moments also,
giving her best when in the
guise ot the hotel s page boy
Her boyish mannerisms and
ragamuffin
look
created
some tunny moments on
stage 'her physical delivery
being much more affective
than her vocal
The scene Heater of the
show
is Bill Myerholtz.
junioi
l&S
who plays
Nicholas Berketl the leal
page boy with whom Mrs
Prentice liasoned the night
before
In an attempt to
cover up lot the missing
secretary, Myerhoiti drapes
himsell on the desk with the
style ol the winner ol a
Dorothy Malone look a like

contest

it - one ot

and elicited
applause
The Wife ot
played
by
junwi
\\S
purpose
appropriate!)

a

round

Christian l nil) Week which
is sponsored by the I'ntted
Christian
Fellowship
L'CFi St Thomas Moon
parish and the I nivet ~n\
Lutheran i hapcl
The

Crypi

3l3Thurstin Ave jnthe I'CF
o'liter i-openeverv 1'iicl.iv
night iiom K 12 p in and has
no
cover
charge
The
coffeehouse
features
a
casual atmosphere where
Students
can
talk,
pl.iv
games or listen to music
Since entertainment is on a
volunteer basis musicians,
poeis singers and actoi a are
needed
"WE WANT anyone who
wants lo perform, people
who I eel like Ihcv aren t

Thomot Meyrose, sophomore (A* SI. at Dr. Prentice, and lo.no Marmoduk.
tenior (AAS). at hit tecretary Geraldine Barclay, play a game of cat and
mouse in the Univcrtity production "What the Butler Saw

See ttory thit

pag^ (Newtphoto by Gene J Putkar)

the

Teenagers reflect on war

tunnies! scenes in the show
ot

the director is
Erllta
Kluth.
whose main
is
to
be
debauched .it

the sighi ol semi-nude men
a nd
10
i ii n
around
brandishing a gun
Sergeant
Match
the
bumbling
bobby.
is
grudging!) played by Philip
KrotZ, senior lA&Sl As the
cv or bemused
Keystone
hop Knit/ is bamboo/led in
and out ol the plot, until
finally, wearing the Shccn.i
ol the Jungle
dress gets
wounded and stumbles out ot
sight

Coffeehouse's Love Feast:
Christian unity celebration
A lot ol people leelina a
oneness
is the object of •
Love Feasl being held at the
Crypt Coffeehouse from id
12 tonight
Hob Kinsley junioi
\&S
the Crypt s co-dircctoi said
thai the Love Feasl which
will include the breaking ot
hie.nl
is
a
part
ol

THE SET. designed by
John
Hepler.
associate
professor of speech, is verysedate and effective It is
probably one of the best sets
this season in terms of
authenticity and functional
purposes It has the richness
of a posh clime's admitting
room, yet it doesn't glare
and remind you it is a mockup The set quietly blends
with the play to become an
intrinsic part of the over-all
performance
The costumes, designed
by Cathy dillmore. junior
iKd ). are also some ot the
season s best Hanging from
the
Philip Morris
page
boy unilorm to the realistic
straight jackets to the Mack
Sennet policeman s uniform,
each costume for one ol the
hrst times this year are
nicely tailored
Some
good
lighting
Sequences come .it the end
ol the play and the clanging,
closing barred doors ol the
clinic were handled expertly
by the stage crew
Butler
runs
through
Sunday at the Joe K Brown
Theatre Curtain time is 8
p in

talented enough lo try out
tor anything
Kinsley said
The purpose ol the coffee
house is to create good
feelings and let people gel to
know each other and maybe
themselves
Kinsley said he believes
the purpose ol the Crypt
Coffeehouse today
is
to
create ,i
good Christian
atmosphere to project real
good feelings
l'mil recently, no place
in the aiea had that type ol
atmosphere, he said

BABYLON N.V IAPI
The Vietnam war one yeai
aftei
In a ,list.ml Saigon
classroom
the study of
current events In Babylon
Junior High School
the
study ot lustoi v
Bui lustoi v with a sting
Sharon Hr.iv 13
The one
think 1 remember most was
I was ai my friend's house
and she found out her cousin
died
and
everyone
was
crying
Grace Friedell. 13
I
remember looking al the
newspaper in the morning
and seeing a list ol men who
died or who were missing
Junior high pupils were
not yet in then teens when
pens touched paper in Paris
and signed a contract ending
lighting by Americans in
\ mi,mi
BUT
THROUGHOUT
your lifetime, there was
such a thing as a Vietnam
war." teacher Kalina Chapski tells her class on a
drizzly morning in this NewYork City suburb "Looking
back now, what are your
feelings about if"
'It was reallv senseless
because I don t see there
was any reason tin us lo gel
into n
answers Fred Gilbert, a slight, dark haired
bov
If
was
anolhei

country and it was then
battle and Ihcv could have
loughl n themselves
Ulollde Sallv Sol.il adds
It s hard to s,i\ whether it
w.i- i ighl III wrong It saved
a lot ol people hut a lot ol
other people dud li s hard
losay
Was il
nghl
Did il
accomplish anything ' How
many died ' What did it do to

the I inied st.n
II stai t

Mow did

The discussion continues
the
22
boys
and
girls
responding as \ii s ('hapski
prods them uiih questions
ut tin- it' who prepared
answers in advance. 13 s.i\
the) Hunk the war aceoin
plished nothing

THERE'S STILL lighting

University production sold out

Charles Milanese s.iys

waste
Thaddeus Vaughn
wonders whj Hie leadeis ol
each eoiintiv oonldn I have
slugged it "in M.n 1.1 1'nun
feels it stopped the Com
munlsts and laughl them .1
lesson

rickets fui What the Butler Saw are sold out \ waiting
lisi will in- started on performance evenings al 7 p.in
Ml iiuc 1.11 II led reservations will he sold io persons having
then names on the waiting list on a first come tn -i serve
basis beginning al appi oxlmatel) 7 4;'i
Waiting IIM reservations will not be accepted lw phone
All reservations must be made In person al the theatre t>o\
office I inversitv Hall
vAlial the Itullei Saw will inn lomghl through Siindav
with curtain nine al tt pm No matinee perlormuncoa are
■Clledlll.'d

BRIGGS
SHOE REPAIR

VM1.1i is the one thine you
remember most about the
\ iel nam
»ai "
Mn
c hapski asks
' The
release
of
the
cows
answers Curtisj
Shaeler and a current of
agreement ripples through
the class
Then Other answers line
bov remembers his family
gathered around the television set to hear President

He

knows because he asked
someone
Sam Rodriguez
s.ivs his brother and six oi
his cousins lonitlii in Viel
ll.illl and all eollMdei il .1

Nixon announce Ihe ceaselire

Slip yourself
a Mickey's
Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor

Get your Volkswagen
pointed FREE!

EXPERT SERVICE
ON SOLES, HEELS, ZIPPERS
hours:

Coffeehouse

12-5:30 Mon. Thru Fn.

:st*

^G:

LOVE IS...
j Having A Place I
• To Get Your Car •
: Worked On.
:
We Service All
Foreign and
Domestic Cars

HELP WANTED!
Drive For Domino's
Flexible Part-time Hours

352-5221
The Brothers of

DISHOP-DATSUN

Alpha Sigma Phi

North Duie Hwy.
Bowlin| Green

353-5271

9-3 on Saturday

:

Are proud to present their Sweetheart

Jjted hprn behind State Savings Bank

UAO Campus Movie
Fri. & Sat.
Jan. 25 & 26

WINNER OF 4
ACADEMY
AWARDS!

«• MODERATE PRICES
^

Boxed or on Hangers

* • DECORATOR FOIDS

On your quality Drapes
*
*
*
*
*
*
110 L Napoleon
*
*
353-8212
*
*
*
*
*
*
NAfOKON tO £
■II*
+
*
*
*
*
*
***************

10:30

Live Entertainment!!!

This week

XrttiCfXti/fi'Kli MISIti'S

BUTCH C^SSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID
[CP|-V=-

Rob Dowling

Mark Harbert

Rick Falhaber

Greg Herbert

DIANE CASTELLI

Foundation II

u

4.00 with I.D.
210 Math-Science

\ f\

Ht^

\jf \ J
ft*

^y

Ken Falhaber

Ted Hubbard

S^The
\ Garage

Chuck Faerber

John Kark

T \
v J

Jeff Green

Mike Linder

Jim Grimaldi

John Mika

A\

0ftA^

Colled

and

BEST SONG

Proudly congratulates
its Winter Pledge Class:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Or call

(2131 8/67517

6 • 8:15

•MClUDtMC

SIGMA CHI

« ■ MEAT
MUM HOURS
nuutii
*
* ..Ion
Mon Fn 8 00 a m -8 00 p«i«
*Sat
8 00 a m 6 p rr *

J'StHTS

■ • tieboards of America. Inc

<<>

:WE HAVE::
at our front door

I America w
paint your car I Ml K "1 incre lible fast n.and
for driving it around .1
' lor the full story, write imniediat':,

i.ifornia 90046

***************

«• CONVENIENT PARKING

You car

Bob Winner

V'»

135 Sooth Byrne
Toledo Ohio

/r—-

P

Twti. Vtiled — NO ccer
Thur 3 fee 1

BG..„ LANP OF Tfff SLEEPim G\AHJS
The BG New

Hoopsters host Hurons
lu Kcom Whllr

.I.irk-- .if >

Sports Kdlloi
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stal
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hvr Millings
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shows

notches

lilt \ U'ltH - .ll'.HMvl Wli.ll was

has

been

511" Gary

Tyson who can

suffering the pains ol getting

shoot

am

mil

Tyson is ,i 211 plus scorer lm

rebounded

In

practice

h\ mic i

Ihe

pas)

weeks

by

FOR

I •

Ilm <l

,nhi litlit r

II

though iln

Davids .ni-1 tin-

ap|HMI S

.is

Miami

Intersititis

Haley

start

sheci
iimir

have

been

b>

rebounds

the

Kalcons
i ''..it'll

Haley

also

has

made the cagers run when
the second

Kordham
Onl)

Miami had the bifmor front

ILM

IS

VtClCl II Mil llll.'.Ill

ii i;

Ml

1. H

I rill: j| Mil lii. ,.:i

7H
7H

Ki'in Sl.Ui'
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r.iUsin.H Mi
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t

I

(

I. \

II ruin

with intensity,

something

m common

weekend

Mie>

revenge

against

i"

gel

the

basketball

Haley said

In out last three games we

I don i think th.it we have
been hungry mi the boards

have been playing

when

it

was

when

ii

necessary

oi

lush

roundballers

Saturday
Ihe

in

efforl

the

of

Howling

leani

Green

and

the

leers

have
this

Hi;

skaters

liiil

Wednesday
then

Notre

streak

ol

three

lush

iiiusi

ins learn out rebounded b>

Kale.inland

group

ol

i

Broncos

.i

prove

7 ;io

in

in

will

the

who sends his riui.
|» in

ONE

\ basketball 10 ticket exchange will lie ineffeel lor
The

exchange

will

admission

t.. stop Notre Dame s Kddio
Bumbacco

students

.an wlngei gave BU a lm ol

game

I.mi.n row
riir
was

Falcon

ol

game

power

The

Kalcons
with

the game have been

trouble

t<»
the

are

have

a

Hurons

students

both

offensively and defensivel)
expected

All reserved seats lot

general

sold

initial
that

601)

in tonight s encounter is how

a m

Memorial

.Li

<>t

in

9

tickets will also go on sale at »2 lol adults anil SI foi

mir

total

at

house added
to

A

Monday,

holding

guaranteed

a

ticket

exchange by 5 p in

not

basketball
lor

10

the game

Tuesday

cards

arc

providing

ihej

he

tallied
The

Beginning Wednesday

a

goal

and

VII

notched

Basketball ID'S will noi be honoiedat the gate

Hill

M.nk

Howard

t'artwrighl

iB'IO

and Cornelius Cash < b"8' i

tWO assists

Dame

in the

victory

over

Tankers have busy weekend
By Dick Reel

The first match sends the

Stall Writer

Bowling

Green

Loyola ol
The rich net richer and the
poor get poorer

p m

Chicago for

engagement

have a 2 p m

The Falcon swimmers 2-3

tankers

to
a

an unimpressive showing at
Notre

Dame

las',

Friday

think

we

They also

to Notre Dame this season
by the same score that the
Irish beat B(i 162-511

Loyola.

HO

will be bombarded with two

Slubbs

road

don't

have

swim

team,

encounters

this

weekend

can
coach

remarked
I

in

beat

swimming

Tom

expect the meet to be very

'They

real

strong

fact,

they

Chips' test grapplers

close

program,

and

go at US lbs
sophomore

Bowling Qreen's wrestling
team

will

attempt

improve

its

against

the

Central

5-5

to

record

undefeated

Michigan

matincn

at 3.10pm tomorrow in Ml

Pleasant, Mich
The Chippewas finished

replace Oave
lineup at

Wellle will

Wolte

190 lbs

injured

his

Wolfe re

shoulder

One ol

the

O Neil

top
at

CMC's

Mathews.

MAC

Conference

lasi year

year

We're going to need

in

Falcons
last

year

defeated

in

several

Ihe

others
starters
Taylor
from

match,

are

and

At 150 lbs
has

two

questionable
been

recurring

Steve

suffering
headaches

alter injuring his eye in the
Marshall

meet

last

week

Taylor will miss the match
as will 177 lb

starter Dave

guard

Kevin

Brake attempts to Mock a shot of a

Western Michigan opponent during Wednesday night's game
GuQrQ

at

Kalamatoo,

Mich

Bowling

Green

will

moot

Eastern

Michigan tomorrow night at Anderton Arena. (Newspheto by
Jack O'Breia).

SOPHOMORE
will

start

lieslim.ui

hopes

his

in

the

troubled

cash

season

with

of

depth

and

Hall

inexperience

and

Hob

Dohek

while

al

Tom

150 lbs .

Mike

Hall
and

•
•

lack

Arnold was moving a lot
on offense,

will be a battle ol the

youngsters

against

and

men tomorrow at 5 30 p m
the Howling Green Alumni

Schneider

basketball

at

real well "

this

I'nderman

squad

Dan
5-2

won then iTiird con

secutive

game

night

o ve r

Wednesday
W e s tern

Coach Jim Lessig. alumni
director

has another array
straight

victory

Bellard said either Kevin
Dick or Tim Mannelli will

consistent

Jay

play

their

llipsher

ended with 17 points and 14
boards,

while

counted

12

I'nderman

markers

and

grabbed seven rebounds
They

both

had

said

good

Schneider

"We pressed early in the
game and thai got us going.'

Already
return

scheduled

tor

the

game

lettermen

to

related the JV mentor who

are

praised the defensive play of

Bill

guards

Jim

Connally.

Cavanaugh,

Dalynn

Hadenhop and Tom Baker

with

freestyle

rebounds

20

over

the

points

Cheatham

Looking

towards

tomorrow evening s contest
Schneider

said

his

squad

can t regard the alumni as
' the over-the-hill gang

John Arnold paced the BG
triumph

F.mmctt

and Harry Sieve

They

.the

alumni>

are

Broncos

mature and we can't

and

them too lightly.'' Schneider

11

take

said

IDS
John

runner up

It should be a real tough.
knock

em down, drag

out affair." observed Stubbs
about

the

Saturday

alter

noon meet

Scott
Stoney

Friday and Saturday

UAO 14-1 BILLIARDS TOURNEY

em

SAT., JAN. 26 -1:00 P.M.
ENTRY FEE-M.50
TROPHY TO WINNER & RUNNER-UP

SIGN UP AT UAO OFFICE
WINNER INVITED TO REPRESENT BG
AT REGIONAL TOURNEY AT KENT

t
For Life that's more than just living,
get acquainted with Jesus Christ!

CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH

January 25 & 26
8:30-11:00 p.m.

0Cc
ZDV

Ml mm ** •* • «■*! s*m ■• m> o» m am
For personal counsel see
John Alan Krueger, Pastor

I

to

and

continued

about the two Ireshmen

third

string ol l."> straight 50-yard
broken

llipsher

Its

over the young Falcons

Denny

his

according

passed the ball

games

Sid

return to (orm this weekend

and

of talent which will shoot lor

Jell

co-captain Joe Kelbowski to

RON ORAYSON scored 18
points

now

the

Hick Schneider

when the Kalcon JV s meet

JV's

that's

said coach

the old

Scott.

Marshall

will fill in the 177 lb spot

on

this

a

252 S. Main St, Bowling Green

Niesel

Falcon

Mason

will

step on the line with Steve

Muss.

• Jim
: Bianchi
•

will

Al

victories

Coach

Irish delense that has been

Woodhouse

Tom

saw

defensive

Huh Nagai and Doug Rosa

Lessig,

senior

or

squad

Perrine,

the

offensive

unit

is unable to play.

victory.'' said Stubbs

after

an

Tom Ksper will team with

events to have a chance for

Two Falcon starters will
miss

II

Reynolds, Tom Selple. Tom

limshes

UAO SIDE DOOR

20-13.

shoulder
Bend

place

and this year's squad

The

a

South

former

is loaded with seniors
I Ml

in

some key second and third

Dennis
158

against

last

suffered

injury

a

matches

Hi; s
V 0

who

act

last Friday

second in the Mid American
.MAC'

in the

practice this week
features

as

Hodehetter.

He added that

l'.il

will

swing man ready to step into

Stewart

1

Slubbs will be looking for
By Jerry Masek

Celentano

John

Michigan. 82-73

polo "

Northern has got a good
"1

their

questninable

season

Northern Illinois also lost

row at Northern Illinois

combine

crew will he hindered by a

The

concentrate more on water

on the season and coming nit

ol tensive

Anderson Arena

7

meet tonior

Duffy

will

Brian

It

i

17-footi

Al Leitch and

key to his game

w'ho

the Falcons two nights ago

lllis Skip

while

By Dick Rees

in de

Nyrop

6'7

agalnsl

paired

talents

had

Notre

and 8'7

Mai-Donald

,.s

should throw a front line ol
ii ii

Kevin

anothei

Vmerican threat

and

State

Stall Writer
have

will

Archer

JV's face Alumni

Ml kmen

Wednesday

lush

lenseman

sold until the supply is exhausted

who

last

Kalcon delense
Kogei

have

checking

tin ee assist s

morning, all unclaimed tickets will ho exchanged or

haul

Mie

The

taking

Ohio

FALCON

Bruce

main

tomorrow .it Ihe local hoop
\\r arc going

Hall

begin

the

problems facing Hie Falcons

next Saturday nlghl s game with Toledo

engagement

OF

outings,

over

Stevvie

Ice

\icna

7 ;m

back

THK

> 10 12 1'

They
at

three

Smith

a

themselves

starter

The fresh

Colgate and Lake Forest

7 4

attempl to do so tonight in a

Toledo exchange

on a third offensive trio

tonight

modesl

wins

icei s

in goal

victories

I ow
The

Mike Bartley will center lor
Jack Lame and Bob Schlitts

last

were

nlghl

more

Falcon mentor lion Mason
plans to start Al Sarachman
man has been red hot in his

iii Smith Bend

ending

I lame mi then own stomping

12 14■

knocked on

grounds

was lm. late

71 70 ending then

seek

both

last

game winning streak The

KH

said I'.it Hale) aflei seeing

lime

1 nun.now

place

The Bruins wei e upset by

gel the players performing

Haley

in..

the

Kevin Brake

margin

Overall
H 1.

In

II. \l.irk (.liner
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Jack

rebounds Ihe first two units

against Kastern Michigan in

Medo
BOWI IV.i.ltllA
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Wednesday night by .i

The race...
HIII,.

will
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a

team mil

Toledo
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H 1
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is
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team
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Skaters seek revenge
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